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Another Fresh Showroom
to open in Oslo at
Studio Skøi
Earlier this year the furniture company, Four Design, announced the opening
of a brand-new showroom in Düsseldorf. At the end of this month, they
celebrate yet another showroom release in Aarhus, Denmark. And this is the
announcement of the official opening of a new exciting showroom in Oslo, the
6-8th of September, in connection with Designers’ Saturday.
The new showroom is situated in the brand new and refurbished Studio
Skøi, formerly known as Navet. Studio Skøi is also home to top of the line
international design brands such as Bang&Olufsen, Boa Flooring, Erik
Jørgensen, Flos, Haraldssøn, Kahrs/Ehrenborg, Montana, Muuto, Nordesign,
Optimal Innredning, and Shelby/Vola.
Embodying the clean crisp lines of Scandinavian Design, the new and
improved showroom showcases timeless pieces of furniture, striking style
statements, and soft formal spaces. It also showcases classic seating, table and
concept solutions. And some new exciting additions to the product range. All
of which are designed fully to meet the requirements for modern working life.
EU-Ecolabel – Now on selected FourSure® chairs
Striving to do things better Four Design is focused on creating durable
furniture concepts produced with care for the planet. Strong beliefs in shared
responsibility and to be as sustainable as possible while contributing to a
greener global development, is key.

Four Design proudly presents the following furniture as Ecolabel furniture
Ebony Black and Anthracite, matt lacquered:
FourSure® 44 Eco | FourSure® 88 Eco |
FourSure® 90 Eco | FourSure® 105 Eco.
Designed by STRAND + HVASS
FourReal® A
FourReal® A is a clever, space-saving solution with multi-purpose functions for
spaces in all scales. The FourReal® A is suitable for break out areas and dining
facilities and different occasions. By simply adding lighting or biophilia you get
an enclosing and comfortable spot for dining, collaborating or solo work.
FourReal® A is designed by Four Design.
Design philosophy
FDA - Function, Design, and Aha is a unique philosophy to ensure focus
on three essential things; People. Place. Purpose. It drives everything the
company does so that every design and furniture combines an unrivalled
functionality, ingenious design and a healthy dose of wonder, which shapes
good environments into great experiences.
About Four Design A/S
Four Design A/S is part of Ocee International Group Ltd. with Ocee Design Ltd.
and Race Furniture Ltd. as sister companies in the UK. The three organizations
develop and produce furniture of high functionality, design, and comfort for
the professional market, private as well as public companies, educational
institutions, conference facilities, theatres, etc. in Europe. Distribution is directly
through agents and retailers.
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